I, Tejpal Kumawat (190020123) contesting for the post of Sports Secretary of Hostel 9, if I elected then I would propose to do the following:

INITIATIVES:

- Will weekly do some Quizzes regarding sports on the Instagram Stories.
- Also will have virtual workshops on fitness and Using the Gym Equipments.

FOLLOW UP:

Will put the board in mess having the names and photos of the best performers and best teams in the GCs.

GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIP:

- Important players and teams captains shall be informed personally.
- Publicize events through notice boards, Facebook pages, Whatsapp groups before every event.
- Will have meet with freshies and make a whatsapp group for freshies to inform them about all Gcs.
- Sufficient practice sessions are held, booking of courts and outdoor ground to ensure better outcome.
- Provide jerseys and ensure the availability of the refreshment (bananas, nimbu paani, glucose) to the players during the match.
- Posts the results of the GC matches on the notice board and social media platforms along with player names.

MAINTENANCE:

- Ensure the maintenance of the football and volleyball fields.
- Ensure the current condition and availability of the Sports equipment present in the hostel.
- Ensure the maintenance of the gym equipment (If needed oiling of the some equipment).
- To keep regular checks on the condition of Carrom, Pool, Foosball, TT tables.

AS A COUNCIL MEMBER:

- I will coordinate with all the council members and make good bonding with them.
- As a sports Secretary I will take part in needed cultural Gcs and Sports Gcs.
- I will work with full enthusiasm in hostel events and give my best for the hostel welfare.

INTRA HOSTEL:

- I will organize Intra-hostel competitions like TT, Foosball, Chess, Carrom.
- Also ensure that any of the events should not clash with hostel events or Gcs.
- Will do my best to organize Plutofesta and also try to add some indoor sports.

CREDENTIALS:

- Participated in Cricket GC for hostel 16.
- NSO cricket.